The Jewish Hospital's 9,000,000 building-expansion program is proceeding on schedule despite more than a month-long strike of materials drivers. Before the strike took effect, material was stockpiled here to work out any possible delay to the project.

The last concrete slab was poured on the Mark Stei
gen Memorial Hospital late in May. Crumbling of the face brick work have been com
trolled on the lower floors of the west addition and the east wing running from Fort Park boulevard to Parkview Place.

Alternatively giving priority to the front (West) wing. This will yield some private patients' rooms, new passenger elevators, main entrances, and lobby and new offices. It is hoped that this phase of the project will be completed early in 1956.

The Hospital will have more air conditioned rooms available already this summer. Five rooms on the 4th floor and 47 rooms on the 6th floor are equipped with room air condi
tioners. Air conditioning units were generally discouraged in previous years.

Sanatorium Awarded Chest Plaque

The Sanatorium Divi
sion of Jewish Hospital was awarded the "Friendly Chest Plaque" for its participation in the first "National Chest Drive". The award was made at a luncheon on April 15 at the Kingsway Hotel.

The Jewish Sanatorium Di
tion of Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Pittenger, and Mrs. Albert Ruder, 8501 Groves, Missouri, with his wife and three sons,

The advancement of David A. Gee to Associate Director of the Hospital, effective July 1, 1955 has been announced. Mr. Gee has been Assistant Director of the institution since January 1963. He is a gradu
te of DePaul University (where he se
curred his baccalaureate degree
with a minor in politics). He followed this with graduate training at Northwesterners Uni
der Chicago, Illinois, and at University School of Medicine, where he received his degree of Master of Busi
tial Administration in 1953.

He is a member of the Amer
eric College of Hospital Admin
deration, the American Hospital Association, the American Public Health Association and the American Hospital Association.

While originally from New England, Mr. Gee has spent most of his life in the middle west and lives in Webster Groves, Missouri, with his wife and three sons.

HELP WANTED
-For Gift Galley

FEMALES
Age: No questions asked
To Operate Service Cart
To Patients' Room
Bena
cerisation, Tired feet, but smiling patients.

The Real Estate Committee of the Board of Directors, head
ed by Saul A. Dubinsky, has successfully negotiated for the property at 4935 Parkview Place. The Board of Directors has approved purchase of the property which is available for occupancy in October.

This parcel is located imme
diately to the east of the old house now owned by the Hospital and used in a field of fire by the several building contractors.

It is anticipated that both houses can be torn down next summer and the property will be of use for some time. Arrangements are being made by the Executive Direc
tor.

Teen-Age Program
For Volunteers To Function Again

Attention all teen-agers! It is a chance to become a vital part of the Jewish Hos
apal Medical Center. The Wo
ten's Auxiliary is again sponsoring the teen-age volunteer program which was so successful last year. A "Volunteer Party" will be held at the home of Mrs. Harry Milton to launch this year's activity.

Volunteers will have several paid jobs during the summer months.

Further information may be had by contacting the Jewish Hospital Women's Auxil
iary Office, 6560 St. Louis, Station 204.

Croupette Donated
By Children From School For Judaism

The School for Judaism in connection with the Louis Croupette Fund raised $300.00 during the past year for purchase of a croup
ette for the pediatric depart
t 

The check for the amount was presented to Mrs. A. Geo, Hospital Associate Direc
tor, by the group at their meeting place, the Sherwood Room in the hospital, last year.

Last year, the children gave out croupettes and other equipment for pediatrics.

Mrs. Harry Milton Elected President Of Auxiliary
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Mrs. Harry Milton Elected President Of Auxiliary

Mrs. Harry Milton

Mrs. Harry Milton was elec
ted the new president of the Jewish Hospital Women's Auxi
lary at the annual meeting held in April at the Chare

More officers installed with Mrs. Milton were: Mrs. Alvin Goldin, vice-president; Mrs. Alva

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph N. Ben
ter, assistant corresponding secre
tary; Mr. Arthur Scherber, Jr.
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What Is a Hospital?

(Reprinted from "Today's Hospital, a story of progress," published by the American Hospital Association, Chicago.)

What is a hospital? It is a health team: doctors, nurses, technicians, social workers, secretaries, engineers, dietitians, volunteers, carpenters and housekeepers. It is a restaurant providing food for special needs, a laundry, a power plant, a pharmacy, and a laboratory for x-ray, pathological and other diagnostic services. It is also an educational institution training doctors, nurses and other personnel. It is a workshop for physicians. It may be a center for medical research. It is a center for community health. It is helping to close the gap between preventive and curative medicine.

It is these things—and many others too—24 hours a day, 365 days a year, year in and year out. Its doors are never closed. While hospital business is "big business," it is big business "plus," and this "plus" is what distinguishes it from commerce. (A) With a few exceptions it is non-profit. (B) Its "product" is human life. (C) Its principals are professional people. (D) Its services are not infrequently rendered at a fee below the total cost. The end product is community health, not financial profit. Hospital care is an essential community service which varies from institution to institution, depending on the amount of medical knowledge applied and on the assignment of each hospital in meeting the community's health needs. The hospitals of the United States and Canada have a great story to tell.

Their dedication to the improvement of the health of our peoples is unwavering. Their story is one of service and progress.

How's Your Public Relations? . . .

Dean Walter A. Bloedorn of George Washington University School of Medicine, in a recent issue of the Journal of the Oklahoma Medical Association, has some wise thoughts on public relations, as written:

"First, it might be well to consider some of the things public relations is—and is not. Public relations is not primarily an effort to influence public opinion so that it is favorable publicity. It is not getting our names in the papers at every turn. It is not the simple juggling of phraseology. It is not the product of the publicist. It is not the noise and business of the public relations office. It is not primarily people, but it is people who have the public in mind. It is not an agency for luring the public, but it is an agency for perceiving what the public is about to do, and for communicating with the public. I submit this definition: Public relations is making known to the public all the available information that it needs or wants to know, in a form that can be readily understood. This simple, straightforward approach divulges public relations of all misundestanding, mistrust and mystery. It is a practically foolproof—indeed, it does not have to waste energy trying to remember what he said, or failed to say, last week."

"We would like to add to Dean Bloedorn's astute analysis of public relations that it begins with the individual and is rooted in the individual's daily behavior toward other individuals. We feel that this interpretation carries immense weight in the hospital, where pressures, tensions, pain tend to cause individuals to look inward, to concentrate on themselves and their own immediate problems to the exclusion of others. An attitude of concern for others, no matter what their station in life, is not only the root of good public relations for a person or an institution, but greater and immediate reward is in the happiness it brings the concerned individual. A hospital, dedicated as it is to the care of the sick and unfortunate, is the institution above all others in which every individual should be alert to the importance of a pleasant attitude toward everyone he meets all day, patient and fellow worker alike."

TEAM FITTING a right elbow prosthesis to a triple amputee.

TEAM FITTING

"Amputee Center" Meeting

COORDINATOR of the National Research Council's Amputee Team for upper extremity amputees, Sidney Toabe, left, sits in on team meeting here. Others from left are: Robert Reich, prosthetist, certified by Nation Research Council; patient; Dr. John W. Dayton, Director, Miriam Rehabilitation Hospital, certified surgeon of the NRC; Robert Hickok of Miriam, physical therapist.
**CAST OF STUDENT NURSES**
Auxiliary in appreciation for the auxiliary's work in renovating the Nurses’ Residence and other projects.

**New Tea Room**
And Gift Shop Committee

Hard at work these days are two new auxiliary committees which are busy planning the future tea room and gift gallery in the hospital.

Serving on these committees are the following women: Teakle, Mrs. Melvin Dubinsky and Mrs. Frank Weil, Berg, and Mrs. Arthur Baer, hen and Mrs. Joseph Chass, Mrs. Sanford Jacobs, Mrs. Paul Klawerski, Mrs. Stanley Richman, Mrs. Mynan Senussi, Mrs. Sidon Schoen- berg, Jr. and Mrs. Melvin B. Elkind Gift Gallery, Mrs. Roswell Messing, Jr., chairman, and Mrs. Elmer Abramson, Mrs. Gordon Scharon, Mrs. Alfred Goldman, and Mrs. Charles Four- drell, Mrs. Saul Dubinsky, deco- rating chairman, and Mrs. Hor- man Kellin, building committee chairman, are serving on both committees.

**NEW OFFICERS** of Jewish Hospital School of Nursing Student Council recently elected are from left: Avis Winningham, secretary-treasurer; Cecile Davis, vice president; Marva Dean Mitchell, new president; and Kathleen Taylor, retiring president, presenting gavel.

**FUTURE NURSES’ CLUB** of Farmington, Mo. toured the Hospital recently. Members are pictured as the Nursing School Staff talked to them in the Nursing Laboratory.

**NURSES’ PARTY for Benefactors**

CAST OF STUDENT NURSES presented a skit and party to Women’s Residence and other projects.

**NEW OFFICERS** of Jewish Hospital School of Nursing Student Council recently elected are from left: Avis Winningham, secretary-treasurer; Cecile Davis, vice president; Marva Dean Mitchell, new president; and Kathleen Taylor, retiring president, presenting gavel.

**FUTURE NURSES’ CLUB** of Farmington, Mo. toured the Hospital recently. Members are pictured as the Nursing School Staff talked to them in the Nursing Laboratory.

**Wedding Bells For Dr. I. Schultz And Nurse Selma Herman**

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Her- man, 1913, Roosevelt pl., an- nounce the engagement of their daughter Miss Selma Her- man to Dr. Ira Schultz, son of Mr. and Mrs. Myer G. Schultz of New York City. Miss Herman is a graduate of Soldan High School and the Jewish Hospital School of Nurs- ing, Class of 1954. She is pres- ently registered nurse in the premature nursery at Jewish Hospital.

Dr. Schultz, a graduate of New York University and the Bellevue College of Medicine, is completing a year’s intern- ship at Jewish Hospital and will be a registered physician in internal medicine next year. The wedding will take place next August 7 at Shaare Emeth.
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Following is a partial text of Mayor Tucker's address at the 50th anniversary commencement of the Jewish Hospital School of Nursing held May 15 at Temple Israel:

As Mayor of St. Louis, it gives me a great deal of personal satisfaction to be permitted to address this class tonight upon its graduation.

It is a high honor, not only because I am privileged to talk to a group of nurses who are soon to take their place in the community, but because it is the fiftieth graduation exercise held by the Jewish Hospital School of Nursing.

I feel that this is not only the golden anniversary, but it marks a golden opportunity for each of us to look to the future.

Naturally, I have devoted most of my speeches during the last few weeks to the subject of the long-awaited municipal bond issue. In my mind, it is paramount and of great import.

Tonight, however, we also leave some message in the future.

The esteem we have give us the hearts and minds of the gradu-"}
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NEW X-RAY SCHOOL OPENS

RUBY G. SWEAT, R.N., Executive Housekeeper, recently returned from a week's stay in New York City where she visited six hospitals. Mrs. Sweat attended a meeting of the Hospital Building Service Managers Association, made rounds at Grovewick Village and was given a valuable museum piece in the form of a miniature oil lamp antique. She arrived back in St. Louis with a variety of new ideas for the hospital and in her opinion, tax fares and 20 cents left over.

Mrs. Stainless Steel Harrison, former Housekeeping Department head, made a very excellent job of operating the Housekeeping Department in Mrs. Vestal's absence. The first students are Barbara Downey and Rhoda Kunitz, both high school graduates and having the qualifications to work a little better in this community.

Housekeeping News

Mrs. Vivian N. Pearlman, Executive Housekeeper, recently returned from a week's stay in New York City where she visited six hospitals. Mrs. Pearlman attended a meeting of the Hospital Building Service Managers Association, made rounds at Grovewick Village and was given a valuable museum piece in the form of a miniature oil lamp antique. She arrived back in St. Louis with a variety of new ideas for the hospital and in her opinion, tax fares and 20 cents left over.

Mrs. Stainless Steel Harrison, former Housekeeping Department head, made a very excellent job of operating the Housekeeping Department in Mrs. Pearlman's absence. The first students are Barbara Downey and Rhoda Kunitz, both high school graduates and having the qualifications to work a little better in this community.

New Committee Heads Chosen For X-RAY

Many changes to head up the various committees of the Auxiliary have been appointed by Mrs. Harry Kilmon, the new president. A partial list of the committee heads and their committees is as follows:

- Mrs. Bernice Zeldin, Fund Raising Committee
- Mrs. Robert A. Kinsella, Hospitality
- Mrs. Albert Felber, Publications
- Mrs. Eliza Middleman, Life Membership
- Mrs. Stansfield Middleman, Volunteer Services
- Mrs. Arnold Block, Croquet
- Mrs. Elmer Abramson, Gift Gallery
- Mrs. Frank Block, X-Ray Advisory
- Mrs. Melvin Block, Banquet Room
- Mrs. Elma Block, Youth Brigade
- Mrs. John Anshe, B'nai B'rith

Other changes have been made in the leadership of the Auxiliary.

HomeMaker Service For Jewish Community

The Jewish Family Service Agency now has a HomeMaker Service for Jewish Community. This service enables families to continue normal living, should the mother, for example, become ill or be confined. It allows elderly folks or others who are completely to care for themselves, to remain in their own houses as long as possible. The service employs women who have been investigated, trained and approved for their capability. They are mature women, who are well adapted to different people and situations. They usually work in eight hour shifts, a day, a week, but other times may be available by arrangement. They perform almost any task in the home, related to the good health and general well being of the family.

Several members of the staff of the Division of Laboratories attended the annual meetings of the American College of Angiology, which is a national organization composed of physicians and surgeons dealing with the problems of vascular diseases. Dr. Lowenstein associated with the American College of Angiology, which is a national organization composed of physicians and surgeons dealing with the problems of vascular diseases.
Sanatorium Patients
Prove "You're Never Too Old" With Fine Hobby Show Exhibits

Patients at Jewish Sanatorium Division of Jewish Hospital entered an unusual activity recently with the gusto and zeal of a group of youngsters. Working hard on displays and projects of handicraft and art, they exhibited their wares at the Senior Citizens Hobby Show at Washington University Field House which had as one of its sponsors, the Globe-Democrat. All agreed it was a lot of fun, interesting work and "you're never too young to start with a hobby", they intimated.

(Staff Photos, Bob Flach).

GIFT TO HOME CARE Program, final payment of $1,800 of a total of $10,000, being made to Vice President John M. Shoenberg, chairman of the Home Care Program, by Mrs. Sam Goldenberg, treasurer of the Jewish Sanatorium Women's Auxiliary, the donors. Looking on from left: Mrs. Jack Molasky, Sanatorium Auxiliary President; Mrs. Goldenberg; Mr. Shoenberg; Mrs. Alex Frost, immediate past president; and Mrs. Charles Serkes, Auxiliary officer. (Staff Photo).

It's Not Too Late!
Lend a hand with your heart!

1955 Jewish Federation Welfare Fund Campaign
Gift Gallery Gold

By the Gold digger


A good new idea for a graduation gift is the "Sport Pal," it's a combination spoon, fork, bottle opener and knife. Looks like a pocket knife when closed. Any boy would love it. Father, too! Price is $1.19—with the brown leather case. For the boy who will be a "college man" in the fall, the traveling tie case is perfect. Sure to keep his new ties neat—at least 'till he gets there.

Father, too! Price is $4.19 for the brown leather case. For the boy who will be a "college man" in the fall, the traveling tie case is perfect. Sure to keep his new ties neat—at least 'till he gets there.

Traveling tie case is perfect. Sure to keep his new ties neat—at least 'till he gets there.

There's nothing like a pretty bottle opener and knife. Looks like a pocket knife when closed. Any boy would love it. Father, too! Price is $4.19 for the brown leather case. For the boy who will be a "college man" in the fall, the traveling tie case is perfect. Sure to keep his new ties neat—at least 'till he gets there.

Here are a few suggestions: Glass napkin rings, $0.95; Penny scrap book $2.25, it's going to be a busy summer and fall with lots of invitations and parties to keep; desk set, $24.98 (it's a beauty!); fountain pen ($4.50); Silver Paper Mate $2.50, alarm clock (those early classes) $4.95. There's lots more. Drop in to G.G. and see for yourself. Or call and we'll be happy to suggest other gifts.

Nurses' Lounge Opening

The beautiful new student nurses' lounge was opened with a dedication and key presentation ceremony recently. The Lounge, a gift of the Women's Auxiliary through funds collected from Gift Gallery, was remodeled at a cost of over $10,000. Left photo shows some of the participants in ceremony. Standing from left: Mrs. Joseph Bursich, corresponding secretary; Mrs. Reid A. Mount, assistant financial secretary; Seated is Mrs. Robert Aronson, immediate past president of the auxiliary.

NEW AND OLD OFFICERS

of the Women's Auxiliary as they appeared at annual breakfast at Chase Club recently. They are, from left: Mrs. Walter Sears, assistant corresponding secretary; Mrs. Joseph Bursich, corresponding secretary; Mrs. Reid A. Mount, assistant financial secretary; Seated is Mrs. Robert Aronson, immediate past president of the auxiliary. (Staff photo).

Officer Service Number Two—free delivery in St. Louis and surrounding area. Whether you call or write, we'll be happy to deliver your gifts.

Summer entertaining is just around the corner. To make it easier and prettier, George Briard has designed many outstanding, useful and beautiful items. And since pink is the color in decorating this year, of course G.G. is thrilled because it's always been our color, we're featuring lots of it.

One of our favorites at G.G. is the George Briard set of plates and napkins in pink and white for hors d'oeuvres. It includes four small plates and one large plate in pink and white stripes, and four cocktail size napkins in a stunning pink and black pattern. The set is $10.00.

An unusual cheese dish is the pink metal tray with an all-over design of refreshing lemon slices. Set of eight glass straws and eight pretty glass straws only $7.95.

To complete the pretty picture is our tall pink ice bucket. Lovely for a patio or milkman's breakfast. $18.00.

We remind you again that G.G. welcomes you at any time. If you can't come by, we're always happy to have you phone. Remember—G.G. is there to serve you.
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Highlight Meetings
Displaying high styles at Hospital benefits this Spring were two active groups connected with J.H. The Jewish Sanatorium Auxiliary gave a luncheon and fashion show at the Congress Towers (left) and the Women's Auxiliary held its annual affair, a breakfast, at the Chase Club (right). Both shows displayed the up and coming fashions for the summer and were highlighted by generous donations to the Hospital from both groups.

Children played an important part in the Chase Club event which was aided considerably by Kline's West. Appearing in the show, from top right, were: Sisters Jill, age 12 (on left) and Elm Linz, 15, daughter of the Willard Levys; Noel and Jean Messing, daughters of the Roswell Messing, Jrs.; Mrs. Eric Ross and daughter Lauren, Mrs. Robert Potasnick and daughter Suzanne.

Ladies from the Sanatorium Auxiliary are pictured in the left column. They are, reading from top:
1. Mrs. Herman Fisher
2. Mrs. George Lyman
3. Mrs. Irwin Dubinsky
4. Mrs. Stanley Emas

"Operation Hostess"
New Aux. Project
Newest project of the Auxiliary's volunteer office is "Operation Hostess," a thrilling new opportunity for service to the Hospital. The project is already under way but at least 15 more women are needed.

A Hostess' duties are as follows:
1. Assist the person at the information desk.
2. Direct incoming patients and visitors to various areas within the hospital.
3. Introduce patients to clerk in the Admitting Office.
4. Escort incoming patients to nursing division and then take patients to their rooms.
5. Assist patients in getting settled in rooms.
6. Take flowers and gifts to the patients' rooms.
7. Pick up and deliver patients' packages and mail.
8. Help keep waiting room in order.

The job requirements for "Operation Hostess" are for able and hearty women with "untroubled feet," and a personality overflowing with tact, tolerance, warmth and enthusiasm. Does that sound like you?
ARRIVING HERE from Pickett, Arkansas are from left: Drs. Friermuth, Shyken, Schultz and Drake.

Dr. Schultz greets "Ma" and "Pa" Pancho.

Dr. Loevinger Gets $2000 Fellowship

Dr. Jane Loevinger, a research physiologist at Jewish Hospital in St. Louis, has been awarded a $2,000 fellowship by the American Association of University Women.

Dr. Loevinger, wife of Samuel Weissman, a professor of chemistry at Washington University, lives at 7209 Pershing Avenue, University City. She will study measurement of personality traits. The fellowship, providing for a year's study, is named in honor of Margaret M. Justin, a member of the A.A.U.W.

INTERNS' FIRST DAY AT HOSPITAL. Standing from left: Drs. Schultz, Nathan, McCanse, Ottensmeyer. Seated from left: Drs. Friermuth, Tietelbaum, Drake, Shyken, Kubashegawa and Merrins. That's Dr. Pipes in bed relaxing.

TALKING OVER DISCOVERY of new enzyme, which they think Russians claimed first, are from left: Drs. Davison, Shyken and Schultz.

Dr. Sherry Awarded Grants Totaling $41,160 For Studies

Grants totaling $41,160 have been awarded to Dr. Sol Sherry, Director of the Department of Internal Medicine of the Jewish Hospital Medical Center, to support research projects in enzyme studies.

One grant for $9,750 yearly for three years—a total of $29,160—is from the National Heart Institute of the National Institutes of Health. The grant is in support of the research project: "Enzymatic Factors Influencing Intravascular Fibrinolysis."

The other grant is for $12,000 from the Research Division of the American Cyanamid Company, to support work in enzyme studies.

Dr. Sherry's studies at the Jewish Hospital are concerned with the development of a new type of treatment by which blood clots can be dissolved after they have formed in the body. Blood clots which have formed or lodged in the brain, heart or lungs are one of the most serious problems which face the physician in his daily practice.

Previous studies by Dr. Sherry have indicated that certain enzymes can successfully dissolve clots in the blood vessels of dogs. Preliminary studies in humans have shown that it may be feasible to use some of these enzymes successfully in patients.

Funds from the grants will be used to carry on advanced studies in patients. Dr. and Mrs. Sherry reside at 2350 Delmar Boulevard, University City, Missouri.

Welcome, New J. H. Interns

Dr. Robson Is
Elected To Society

Dr. Jules H. Kopp was elected to the East St. Louis Community Chest Board of Directors. Following is a reprint of an editorial which appeared on the subject in the East St. Louis Journal:

"Election of Dr. Max Goldenberg as president of the East St. Louis Community Chest board of directors is welcome news. It is fitting reward for a busy man who has devoted more than his expected share of time to the welfare of the community."

"Dr. Goldenberg is an unusual representative of a busy medical profession. Too frequently and in most cases justifiably, doctors lack the time to participate in community civic and welfare matters. Now and then, however, a community finds a doctor who finds the time, and he is to be honored in that."

Dr. Max Goldenberg of the East St. Louis Jewish staff has been elected president of the East St. Louis Jewish Community Chest. The new board was named last Jan. 1 with Dr. Leonard J. Rosen as its head.

Purpose of the department according to Dr. Rosen, is to "provide better and more specialized care of children patients and to give the Hospital's dental intern a more thorough training in this field."

Dr. Rosen says the new program "allows consultation and treatment on more comprehensive problems concerning pediatric dentistry. These problems are both technical and psychological in nature. The technical problems include such things as stainless steel crowns, pulp (nerve) treatments, full dentures and partial dentures, all existing artificial teeth, and to the child's need and must be done from the start."

"Psychological problems include bad (or frightened) attitudes toward the patient, physical and mental handicapped patient. This requires a special kind of psychology. Unless the intern can get along well with children, he will have no difficulty with adults."

One of the first patients under the new program was a four-year-old boy, Henry Czerner, who had full dentures made with intern Dr. Edgar Davison doing most of the work. Photos of the event appeared in local papers and was covered by the Associated Press, United Press and the Washington Daily News. Dr. Rosen is a graduate of the Washington University School of Dentistry Class of 1947. He recently returned from Army service.

Dr. Max Goldenberg of the East St. Louis Jewish staff has been elected president of the East St. Louis Jewish Community Chest Board of Directors. Following is a reprint of an editorial which appeared on the subject in the East St. Louis Journal:

"Election of Dr. Max Goldenberg as president of the East St. Louis Community Chest board of directors is welcome news. It is fitting reward for a busy man who has devoted more than his expected share of time to the welfare of the community."

"Dr. Goldenberg is an unusual representative of a busy medical profession. Too frequently and in most cases justifiably, doctors lack the time to participate in community civic and welfare matters. Now and then, however, a community finds a doctor who finds the time, and he is to be honored in that."

Dr. Max Goldenberg of the East St. Louis Jewish staff has been elected president of the East St. Louis Jewish Community Chest Board of Directors. Following is a reprint of an editorial which appeared on the subject in the East St. Louis Journal:

"Election of Dr. Max Goldenberg as president of the East St. Louis Community Chest board of directors is welcome news. It is fitting reward for a busy man who has devoted more than his expected share of time to the welfare of the community."

"Dr. Goldenberg is an unusual representative of a busy medical profession. Too frequently and in most cases justifiably, doctors lack the time to participate in community civic and welfare matters. Now and then, however, a community finds a doctor who finds the time, and he is to be honored in that."
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"Election of Dr. Max Goldenberg as president of the East St. Louis Community Chest board of directors is welcome news. It is fitting reward for a busy man who has devoted more than his expected share of time to the welfare of the community."

"Dr. Goldenberg is an unusual representative of a busy medical profession. Too frequently and in most cases justifiably, doctors lack the time to participate in community civic and welfare matters. Now and then, however, a community finds a doctor who finds the time, and he is to be honored in that."

Dr. Max Goldenberg of the East St. Louis Jewish staff has been elected president of the East St. Louis Jewish Community Chest Board of Directors. Following is a reprint of an editorial which appeared on the subject in the East St. Louis Journal:

"Election of Dr. Max Goldenberg as president of the East St. Louis Community Chest board of directors is welcome news. It is fitting reward for a busy man who has devoted more than his expected share of time to the welfare of the community."

"Dr. Goldenberg is an unusual representative of a busy medical profession. Too frequently and in most cases justifiably, doctors lack the time to participate in community civic and welfare matters. Now and then, however, a community finds a doctor who finds the time, and he is to be honored in that."

Trophy Winners

WINNING TEAM of staff members who voted for rotating golf trophy which is given to the top hospital staff team in the city. This is the first time Jewish Hospital won it. From left: Drs. Milton Meyerhardt, Samuel J. Freund, Melvin Goldman, and Sam Schneider. (Staff photo.)
**Tribute Fund (cont.)**

### IN MEMORY OF

- **DONOR:**
  - **Mrs. Clara Mandel's recovery**
  - **Mr. and Mrs. Morton D. May's anniversary**
  - **Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bry's 30th anniversary**
  - **Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Bettman's anniversary**
  - **Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Dreyer's anniversary**

### IN HONOR OF:

- **DONOR:**
  - **Paul Twidwell**
  - **Jeanette Rea**

### DONOR:

- **IN MEMORY OF:**
  - **Dr. and Mrs. Robert Mendelsohn**
  - **Dr. and Mrs. I. C. Middleman**
  - **Mr. and Mrs. Jack A. Cohn**
  - **Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Lentin**
  - **Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Weiner**
  - **Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Bortnick**

### JEWISH HOSPITAL "216"

### CONTRIBUTION

- **Various Groups Aid Hospital**
- **Virginia Ford Alumnae Fund**

### HAPPY ABOUT CHECKS

- A total of $3,609.90 has been contributed to the Blanche B. Greenwald Memorial Fund to be used for postgraduate work in the field of nursing. A contribution of $3,336.40 has been received from the Henry F. Greenwald Company which was added to $3,272.50, the amount the hospital received in direct contributions in memory of Mrs. Greenwald who died only recently.

- Under the terms of the will of Mrs. Selma K. Roos, wife of Sol Roos, the Hospital has received a bequest of $3,600. A gift of $100,000 was received recently from Mr. Roos.

- The Hospital has received gifts of $700 to equip a room in the outpatient clinic and $300 toward the cancer research program from Mrs. Nathan Bender 6957 Gold Court, representing the Gertrude Society.

- Also for the Out Patient Clinic, the Sun Ray Chapter, 426, Order of the Eastern Star, is donating a suite of examining room furniture costing $207.50.

### PRESENTATION OF CHECKS totaling $1,200 to Jewish Hospital by Guaranty Bank at annual luncheon held at Congress Hotel. From left: Dr. Harry Agress, director of the Out-Patient Department accepted check for $700.00 from Mrs. Chase Desinone to equip clinic with new furniture and Dr. Morton Pareira, Chief of the Surgical Services Division receives check for $500.00 from Mrs. Ella Bender, President for cancer research.

### PRESENTING CHECK on second installation of Ben A/Kiva Aid Society's $10,000 donation for a play therapy room of Department of Psychology is Mrs. Geo. Amlin, retiring president, with Sidney Shoenberg Jr., board member of Jewish Hospital, receiving check. Looking on are: Mrs. Mroski, incoming president, left, and Mrs. Dave Goldman, project coordinator committee chairman, right.
Dr. Soule Elected New Medical Staff President

Dr. Samuel D. Soule, 1152 Center drive, Richmond Heights, has been elected president of the medical staff for a two-year period. He succeeds Dr. Paul S. Lowenstein and Dr. Max Deutch, vice president.

Also elected officers were Dr. Max Deutch, 3518 Maryland; Clayton, vice-president; and Dr. Morris Alex, 18 Crosswinds, Olivette, secretary.

Elected as member of the conference committee was Dr. Arthur Borknich, 520 Mankato, University City, with Dr. Jules Kopp, 7799 Carraway Drive, Clayton, elected as staff representative of the clinic executive board.

Dr. Soule is associate professor of Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology at the Washington University School of Medicine and senior obstetrician and gynecologist at Jewish Hospital. He is also associate obstetrician and gynecologist at St Louis Maternity and Barnes Hospitals and associate gynecologist to St Louis Children’s Hospital.

Dr. Deutch is senior pediatrician at Jewish Hospital. He is an instructor of clinical pediatrics at the Washington University School of Medicine and was formerly director of the department of pediatrics at Jewish Hospital.

Dr. Alex, who has been active in the Home Care Program, received his R.S. in Medicine from Missouri University in 1942. His M.D. from the Washington University School of Medicine in 1943.

Dr. Littauer’s 3rd Year

The third anniversary of Dr. Littauer’s arrival at Jewish Hospital last April 1st was celebrated with a small get-together by members of the administrative staff. The gathering was for coffee and cake in the morning in the small private dining room.

PRESENTING CHECK

from student nurses for $50.00, a contribution to the Jewish Welfare Fund Drive, is Nurse Kathleen Traynor. On the receiving end is Irwin Bettman, Jr., President of the Jewish Federation.

(Staff Photo).

Jewish Welfare Drive

In Last Lap; Reports In

The Jewish Welfare Fund Drive in the Hospital has reached about 90 per cent of its goal. Miss Imogene Lawrell, drive chairman, has announced.

"There is still time to make the Hospital 100 per cent in this important event," Miss Lawrell said. "Since the Hospital derives much of its operating funds from the Jewish Welfare Fund Drive, it is imperative that all of us here at Jewish Hospital contribute to the fund. We can still reach our goal if those who have not given, turn in their pledge cards now.'

Drive Key Men are:

George Horne, Shirley Ludwig, Flora Kienzle, Margaret Harte, Irene Sacks, Beverly Littauer, Harry Colck and Shirley Oppeliste.

Dorothy Bigland, Alice Greenspan, Anna Schneider, Rita Hornitz, Uppthal Harper, Pearl Roth, Helen Wohletz and Mary McKeever.

Marilyn Fleischman, Martha Johnson, Ruth Greene, Joe Winfield,ucceeded by. Iris Grace, Betty Bailey, Christ Yangerman and Dorothy Schmidt.

Divisions reaching 100 per cent numbered nine. They are: Central Supply, Miss Marley; Home Care & Social Services, Mrs. McKeever; Head Nurse Supervisor, Miss Wohletz; Heart Station, Miss Oppeliste; Fiscal Services, Miss Ludwig; Medical Records, Miss Harte; Pharmacy, Mr. Horne; and House Staff, Dr. Braverman.

A large thermometer, whose mercury is painted red as the drive total goes up, is on display in lunch room.

The overall drive goal is $1,625,000 of which about $533,000 goes to the Jewish Hospital Medical Center. Remainder of the funds raised go to supporting over 40 needy agencies.

Dr. Harry Agress is chairman of the Medical Section of the 1955 drive. Dr. Agress, director of the Hospital Out-Patient Clinic, has as his co-chairman Dr. Leon Foster and Dave Rothman, with a $40,000 goal for that section.

NEW OFFICERS of the Medical Staff are from left: Dr. Morris Alex, secretary; Dr. Samuel D. Soule, president; and Dr. Max Deutch, vice president. Story above.

(Staff photo).

MRS. DAVID A. GEE
701 LANDSCAPE
ST. LOUIS 19, MO.

216 South Kingshighway Boulevard
St. Louis 10, Mo.

50 Anniversary Reunion

HEAD TABLE and honored guests at the 50th Anniversary Reunion of the Nurses’ Alumnae Association were from left standing: Elsie Krug, a former instructor; Dr. Littauer, Executive Director; Mrs. Harry Frane Jr., chairman of the Nursing Service Committee; Dr. Arthur Strauss, Mrs. Morton D. May, Class of ’36; Morton D. Mer; Mrs. Littauer; Miss Rose McCullough of the Nursing School staff; Dr. Llewellyn Sale. Seated from left: Anna C. Robinson, Class of ’08; Miss Eleanor Benco, Class of ’08; Miss Flora Kober and Mrs. Sadie Glueck, first graduate of the Class of ’08; Mrs. Herbert Levy, President of the Association; Rabbi Ferdinand Isserman, who delivered the invocation; Miss Edna E. Peterson, Director of Nursing. Seated, left to right, are: Carl Vohs, first intern; Dr. Floyd Stewarts, instructor; Dr. Max Deutch, professor of Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology at the Washington University School of Medicine and associate gynecologist to St Louis Children’s Hospital. He is also associate obstetrician and gynecologist at Jewish Hospital.

Because of the annual vacation at this time of the year, the Alumni Association’s 50th Anniversary was celebrated with a small get-together by members of the administrative staff. The gathering was for coffee and cake in the morning in the small private dining room.

The Alumni Association in the past year has raised $30,000, through its annual fund drive, to support the Hospital’s activities and programs.

Time Value

property acquired for doctors parking area

See story on Page 1
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